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Year 1 / 2 KS1 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Can use space safely & well Can throw & catch to keep 

possession and score. 
Can play games with increasing 
fluency and accuracy 

Can play a range of competitive games 
with competence 

Can display a variety of techniques in 
games 

Can demonstrate simple tactics 
(attack & defence) 

Is developing & applying a broader 
range of skills 

Uses a range of appropriate skills & 
techniques with control 

Communicates with team mates well 
during games 

Play effectively as part of a team, taking 
on a variety of roles 

Can SEND and RECEIVE equipment to 
self 

Can throw, strike, intercept & stop a 
ball. 

Can attack and defend successfully in 
variety of games 

Competent in catching, throwing, 
fielding and batting Can mark, tackle and intercept 

Can SEND and RECEIVE equipment 
with a partner 

Hit a stationary ball & retrieve & 
throw it when fielding. 

Can collect, stop and intercept a ball 
(including with equipment). 

Competent in forehand &, backhand 
shots. Can defend a space, goal etc 

Can aim to hit a target by rolling, 
throwing, striking & kicking a ball. 

Can demonstrate basic racket skills, 
forehand, backhand 

Can hit a bowled ball with intent, force 
& increased competence. 

Competent in using specific equipment 
across a broad range 

Is able to start a game or point with a 
serve of their choice. 

Can bounce & control a ball with a 
hand (dribble). 

Shows the basic skills of game with 
control & increased accuracy 

Understands and applies the rules of a 
game(s) 

Can use and apply basic rules 
consistently and fairly. Can bat, bowl and field with control. 

Can bounce a ball with / on a bat or 
racket. 

Know, use & apply rules fairly to keep 
a game going. 

Understands and uses the full space 
on a court. 

Can identify and use tactics to help their 
team. 

Understands & applies basic principles to 
create space  

Can control & pass a ball with a foot/ 
stick accurately 

Shows an understanding of basic 
games principles 

Can adapt their techniques to outwit 
opponents. 

Is willing to work as part of a team /take 
on different roles 

Understands & applies basic principles to 
limit space 

Can perform a controlled hit with a 
bat and ball. 

Can create their own simple games 
with rules 

Capable of making up their own 
simple games 

Can work effectively with a partner in 
practice or game 

Can read situations & respond quickly 
when playing games. 

Contributes to making up a game 
(inc. rules/tactics)  

Say how their performance could be 
improved. 

Can use a variety of simple tactics, 
strategies. 

Identify areas for improvement in others and 
their own performances. 

Can play Net/Wall games with increased 
control & skill 

Shows a basic understanding of 
tactics 

Say what they and others do that is 
successful. Is willing to practice, to improve Can suggest strategies & tactics to help 

improve performance 
Can play Striking/Fielding games with 
control & skill 

Applies basic principles of creating & 
limiting space Is willing to practice and improve. Evaluates own performance & how it 

can be improved. Is willing to practice & improve. Identify own strengths and weaknesses 
in a game / sport 

Can say what they need to improve 
to be successful 

Comment on other players positions 
during a game. 

Observes the performance of others & 
gives feed-back 

Can identify specific main Muscles & 
Bones 

Suggest ideas that will improve own 
performance 

Improve own performance by 
evaluating others. 

Say what happens to heart rate during 
activity & why 

Lead small warm-up activities & say 
why this is important. 

Demonstrate how to develop flexibility, 
strength, agility & balance for games Is willing to practice to improve 

Describes basic muscles and how to 
warm up safely 

Say why it is important to warm up 
and cool down. 

Say how strength, stamina & speed can 
be improved for games. 

Can suggest appropriate warm-ups for 
different games/activities 

Can warm-up prior to any game(s), can 
lead a warm-up 

Can use space safely & well Say how regular activity will affect 
their lifestyles. 

Can play games with increasing 
fluency and accuracy 

Can play a range of competitive games 
with competence 

Knows the main types of fitness needed 
for a variety of games. 

Can demonstrate simple tactics 
(attack & defence) 

Can throw & catch to keep 
possession and score. 

Uses a range of appropriate skills & 
techniques with control 

Communicates with team mates well 
during games 

Can display a variety of techniques in 
games 

 


